
New designs from Bolia’s Spring Collection:
Create calm and cohesive outdoor spaces

The flourishing spring season is finally here for Bolia to unveil their new outdoor designs for 2023. This 
year, the Scandinavian design brand presents five designs, ideal for creating a serene and elegant out-
door space with timeless pieces that will last for generations. 

An outdoor dining area, under a parasol or under the stars, with tactile surfaces, refined proportions and excep-
tional durability: Bolia presents the Track table. Designed by Studio Nooi, this table was conceived to interact 
beautifully with the Nordic landscape. With its solid concrete or FSC®-certified (FSC® C165134) teak on a min-
imalist grey or black lacquered metal frame, it will look stunning in any outdoor space. The materials are care-
fully chosen for their durability and excellent weather-resistance, for a design that will stand the test of time.

Bolia.com

Bolia.com  is a Danish design company with more than 80 design stores across Europe as well as online 
shops in 30 countries and dealers in more than 50 countries around the world. The Bolia design col-

lective includes world-renowned international designers who share a passion for longevity, handcraft-
ed quality, and sustainable solutions. In close collaboration, two annual collections are created; always 
inspired by the ever-changing Scandinavian landscapes, and with every design tailor-made to fit the 

customer’s needs.
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From the same series, Bolia presents the Track Outdoor sofa. As an invitation to luxurious outdoor living, this 
sofa integrates seamlessly with the table of the same name. Its solid metal frame contains soft upholstered cush-
ions. The armrests are particularly refined and feature a handwoven cord covering the metal to protect the user 
from temperature fluctuations. All fabric covers are removable, washable and replaceable. Woven in olefin-har-
molan, a strong fiber made of polypropylene, they are water and stain resistant for worry-free outdoor living.

This year, Bolia presents an outdoor version of one of its classics: the Como coffee table. Designed by the duo 
Glismand & Rüdiger, Como Outdoor has the same elegant simplicity as the indoor version. However, it incor-
porates particularly durable materials, adapted to the natural environment. Como is available in different sizes 
and heights, to create an outdoor relaxation area that is almost custom-made.

The Arke series by Studio Nooi includes lounge chairs and poufs. The modules can be assembled as desired and 
can thus be adapted to the needs and available space. The Arke pieces are characterized by generous and rounded 
volumes. In a garden or on a terrace, they invite you to enjoy relaxing summer days. Each module has removable 
and washable olefin covers. Delicate stitching along the curved lines highlights the unique shape and craftsman-
ship of these pieces.

Track Outdoor Sofa Series
Designed by Studio Nooi

To bring the final touch to this 
space of outdoor relaxation, rest 
and conviviality, Bolia presents 
new designs in the Gap flowerpots 
series. Created by the German duo 
Böttcher & Kayser, the Gap flow-
erpots are made in light ceramic 
and come in all sizes. They are the 
perfect minimalist base for lush 
plants. The stackable design allows 
to create green landscapes in dif-
ferent heights and levels.

A true invitation to come and meet nature, this outdoor selection highlights the beauty of life as it blooms and 
reveals the delicate and joyful play of the rays of sunshine. A fresh and inspiring energy. All are designed by 
talented designers from around the world who share Bolia’s passion for creativity and sustainability, and every 
piece comes with a 10-year warranty. 

Arke Outdoor Sofa Series
Designed by Studio Nooi

Gap Flower Pots
Designed by Böttcher & Kayser
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